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1. Introduction
Memory contention can be a serious performance bottleneck in
concurrent programs on shared-memory multicore architectures.
Having all threads write to a small set of shared locations, for exam-
ple, can lead to orders of magnitude loss in performance relative to
all threads writing to distinct locations, or even relative to a single
thread doing all the writes. Shared write access, however, can be
very useful in parallel algorithms, concurrent data structures, and
protocols for communicating among threads. In our ongoing work
[8], we study a generalization of the test-and-set operation, which
we call priority update. This operation has many applications and,
as with test-and-set, it can greatly reduce write contention in paral-
lel and concurrent programs for shared memory.

2. Priority Updates
A priority update takes as arguments a memory location containing
a value of type T , a new value of type T to write, and a binary
comparison function comp : T × T → bool that enforces a
total order over values. The operation atomically compares the
two values using the provided comparison function and replaces
the current value with the new value if the new value has higher
priority according to the comparison function. We require that
all priority updates to a given location use the same comparison
function. In the simplest form, called a write-with-min (or write-
with-max), T is a number type, and the comparison function is
standard numeric less-than (or greater-than). In general, the type
T and the comparison function may be arbitrary. A test-and-set is a
special case of priority update over two values, where the value is
initialized to 0, the new value to be written is 1, and the comparison
function is “>”, meaning that 1 has higher priority than 0.

The intended programming abstraction for priority updates is to
avoid conflicting concurrent mutations to the same memory loca-
tions. Any number of concurrent priority updates to the same lo-
cation are permitted (provided they use the same comparison func-
tion), but those operations should complete before the value is reini-
tialized. Section 4 discusses many applications of this abstraction.
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A priority update may be implemented in software as follows
using compare-and-swap (CAS) as an atomic hardware primitive.

1: procedure PRIORITY UPDATE(addr ,newval , comp)
2: oldval ← ∗addr
3: while comp(newval , oldval) do
4: if CAS(addr , oldval ,newval ) then return
5: else oldval ← ∗addr

We note that even though a CAS might only work on a single
word, this implementation can be applied to arbitrary types (e.g.
structures with one of the fields being compared, or variable-length
character strings) by using a pointer to the type.

In the best case, the given implementation of priority update
completes immediately after a single application of the comparison
function (line 3), determining that the value already stored in the
location has higher priority than the new value. Otherwise an up-
date attempt occurs with a compare-and-swap operation (line 4). If
successful, then the priority update finishes (line 4), and otherwise
it rereads the value at the memory location (line 5) and retries. It
completes only when the value currently stored has higher priority
than the new value, or when its CAS succeeds. This implementa-
tion greatly reduces write contention on the shared location because
most accesses read the location once and do not require a CAS at-
tempt, especially if the order of the updates is randomized.

3. Contention in Memory Operations
We define sharing to be the degree of concurrent access to a
shared memory resource by multiple cores, and contention to be
the performance penalty associated with sharing.

Although contention can be a problem in any system that seri-
alizes accesses to a shared resource, the problem is amplified for
memory updates on most cache coherent shared-memory machines
because of the need to acquire a cache line in exclusive mode. In
the standard MESI (Modified, Exclusive, Shared, Invalid) protocol
and its variants, a reader can acquire a cache line in shared mode
and any number of other caches can simultaneously acquire the line
for reading. Concurrent reads to shared locations therefore tend to
be reasonably efficient. On the other hand, concurrent updates to
a shared location can be very inefficient because the desired cache
line ends up ping-ponging around the caches.

To study the effects of contention on contemporary multicore
machines, we ran experiments under various degrees of sharing
for a variety of memory operations—write-with-min, test-and-
set, fetch-and-add, compare-and-swap, (plain) write, and read. For
the experiments, we use a 40-core Intel Nehalem machine with
E7-8870 processors. We perform 108 concurrent operations on
a varying number of locations (various degrees of sharing), cho-
sen randomly from 108 locations. As shown in Figure 1, fetch-
and-add, compare-and-swap, and plain write all suffer from high
contention under high sharing, while write-with-min, test-and-set
(implemented as a test-and-test-and-set), and read do not. The
difference can be over two orders of magnitude! Write-with-min
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Figure 1. Times for performing different operations (log-log
scale). The number of operations is fixed, so fewer locations im-
plies more operations sharing those locations.

nearly matches the performance of test-and-set (because the CAS
is almost always avoided under modest to high sharing), while pro-
viding many beneficial properties that test-and-set does not have.
We obtained similar results on an AMD K10 machine and an Intel
SandyBridge machine, and for other priority update operations.

4. Applications of Priority Update
On the algorithms side, priority updates have many applications. In
addition to being used directly to take the minimum or maximum
of a set of values, they can be used to prioritize threads in order to
avoid non-determinism and/or guarantee progress.

Priority updates can be used in a technique called deterministic
reservations to implement a speculative for-loop [2]. This technique
allows for parallel execution of any prefix of the iteration space.
It involves a two-phase procedure, where in the first phase loop
iterates use priority updates with unique priorities to reserve shared
data, and in the second phase iterates check to see whether their
reservations were successful. If successful, an iterate proceeds with
any updates to the shared state. This approach guarantees the same
order of execution of the iterates as in the sequential order and also
guarantees progress since at least the earliest iterate will succeed.

Priority updates have applications in many graph algorithms.
They can be used in parallel minimum-spanning-forest algorithms
to select the minimum-weight edge between components. They can
be used in Bellman-Ford shortest paths to update the neighbors of
a vertex with a potentially shorter path. They can also be used in
certain graph algorithms to guarantee determinism. In particular,
any conflicts can be broken using priorities so that they are always
broken in the same way. For example, in breadth-first search (BFS),
they can be used to deterministically generate a BFS tree.

In BFS, many vertices may compete to place the same neighbor
on to the next frontier, so there may be high sharing. We imple-
mented a serial version of BFS (serialBFS) and two parallel ver-
sions of BFS, one which uses a write-with-min (writeMinBFS) as
the atomic operation to place neighbors on the frontier, and the
other which uses a plain write (writeBFS). We ran experiments
comparing these implementations, using a family of comb graphs
which have varying degrees of sharing. The comb graph is a three
layered graph with the first layer containing only the root vertex r
of the BFS, the second layer containing n− k − 1 vertices and the
third layer containing k vertices. The root vertex has an edge to all
vertices in the second layer, and each vertex in the second layer has
an edge to a randomly chosen vertex in the third layer. There are
a total of 4(n − k − 1) directed edges in this graph. The sharing
comes from the n − k − 1 vertices in the second layer placing the
k vertices in the third layer on to the next frontier. A lower value
of k corresponds to higher sharing. In our experiments, n = 107
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Figure 2. BFS times on different comb graphs (log-log scale)

and we used all 40 cores of the machine. Figure 2 shows that for
values of k up to about 104, writeMinBFS outperforms writeBFS
by an order of magnitude. For higher values of k where there is low
sharing, writeMinBFS is slightly slower than writeBFS due to its
overhead, but has the benefit of being deterministic. For values of
k less than 100, writeBFS is worse than even serialBFS.

5. Related Work
In the PRAM literature, a priority write is a concurrent write where
the highest-priority processor wins on a shared location. This is a
special case of priority update.

Lock-free data structures alleviate memory contention, but such
solutions only partially solve issues of contention as even the sim-
plest lock-free shared write access to a memory location can create
severe performance problems. Researchers have suggested other
approaches to reduce memory contention. One approach is to use
hardware combining [1, 4], however no current machines support
it. The idea of software combining [3, 7] is to simulate in some way
what hardware combining would do. However, these techniques
may suffer from high overhead or limited scalability. Finally, the
test-and-test-and-set operation can be used to reduce contention
[5, 6] because only a single update is needed and the remaining
operations just perform reads. However, it does not have as broad
applicability as the priority update.
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